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The Bacc Rag Legacy
Continues On

O

ur beloved editor Anokha Venugopal ‘19 will be leaving BSGE and leaving the editor positions to your
new co-editors Lalla Aicha-Adouim ‘20 and Mansha
Rahman ‘22. Lalla and I are so excited to run the BaccRag next
year and we can’t wait to bring you new issues and articles and
we hope we can do as good as a job as Anokha did and make
you guys proud! Anokha, we thank you for choosing us to take
on the BaccRag and Lalla and I will make sure you don’t regret
it. The BaccRag staff want to thank you for being such a great
editor and an even better friend. We all wish you the best for
and we can’t wait to see what you do in the future.
			
With love, BaccRag <3

Find other articles that couldn’t fit in this issue on
thebaccrag.com
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Sorjo Magazine: Celebrating those on the Margins
By Akifah Ahmed ‘21

In 2017, Fabliha Anbar (pictured right) founded Sorjo Magazine, a publication
meant to celebrate teens and the diversity amongst their generation. Being a queer,
brown Muslim growing up, Anbar consistently felt wronged by the media, believing
that they’re profiting off of the oppression of minorities was detrimental to the community itself.
It was during a Teen Vogue Summit though, that she began to understand the
full extent of this profiteering, recalling how merchandise for $20 supporting the
Black Lives Matter Movement failed to send proceeds to the movement itself. “I feel
like they don’t really care about teens,” she says. In response, she created her own
source of salvation, reaching audiences with a goal beyond profit.
The name Sorjo traces its roots to the warmth of Anbar’s childhood memories.
In Bangla, the name means sun, and to Anbar the sun represented security and vulnerability, allowing one to express their individuality without fear. Anbar wanted to
share this intimate feeling with others, helping them to understand the very pure safe
space and community of her magazine.
Using her experiences being both queer and Muslim, she shaped Sorjo Magazine to help others find their place. Understanding her role in the LGBTQ community was difficult growing up, as being
queer was primarily taken up by the role of a cisgender white guy. Media failed to recognized colored communities and other
minorities. When on the rare occasion they were represented, they were often tokenized or talked about in a very one dimensional way, leaving people to be stereotyped. 		
Additionally, in the Islamic religion, queerness and the LGBTQ community are shunned topics and frequently inspire
backlash. Queer people are often left in closed-minded environments, isolated from others without any support. Today, Anbar stresses how important it is to use her privilege to give others a voice. She finds it essential to leave others’ space for their
perspectives on issues.
While Sorjo Magazine started off as a one person company, it has expanded its reach to the older generations. Anbar
aims to user her publication to help reconstruct the hierarchy placed between elders and adolescents. “I still feel as though
we need to close that gap,” she said, emphasizing the importance of bringing people from different generations together.
Anyone regardless of background and age are free to submit their writing and art, from pieces discussing sexuality,
and being a minority, to others discussing mental health and disabilities. Their platform can be accessed online at www.sorjomagazine.com and on instagram/facebook/twitter/tumblr @sorjomagazine.

Spring Music Concert
By Michele Tran ‘22

On May 23, 2019 certain classes of the 9th and 7th grade performed at the cafeteria in BSGE. These students have been
practicing since the beginning of the year, with Ms. Nikkolos leading their efforts.
On the day of the concert, the classes waited patiently for other students and parents to arrive. The concert also included
alumni spreading awareness of the persecution of Muslims.
As students later performed, they were able to show what they have been practicing for the past few months and the audience enjoyed it.
Following the concert, some students took the time to reflect on their experiences: “The music concert was a nice experience because I have never done something like that before. It wasn’t better than I imagined mainly because of the way we
played it in class; it was not the same to how we performed in the concert.” says Beatrice Constantinescu ‘22. “If I could perform at another concert I would just add more songs and pieces! The concerts are a great way to show of the musical talent of
those at BSGE and I wish we could add more songs.” says Farah Tantawy ‘22. Others like Maddie Faulkner ‘22, simply stated
that “The music concert was a lot of fun! In my opinion, it was even better than how I remember it being in seventh grade.”
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Photographing the Black Hole
at the Heart of Messier 87
By Artemis Christoforatos ‘22

On Wednesday, April 10, the results of a collaboration with the goal of taking the first picture of a black hole were
revealed at news conferences in six different locations. Black holes are regions of space with gravitational fields so strong
that nothing could escape from them, including light, which is why it is impossible to see inside one when outside it.
However, the matter around a black hole’s event horizon (the perimeter around the black hole with a gravitational pull
so strong, a speed faster than that of light would be needed to escape it), its accretion disk, is visible, and one can view
the shadow of a black hole against the accretion disk to thus “see” it, which is what was attempted to be captured.
By 2017, over 200 researchers had teamed up to photograph a black hole in the center of a nearby giant galaxy
named Messier 87, in the (constellation) Virgo galaxy cluster. Only a telescope with an extremely high resolution to view
it clearly, although since the resolution is better with a bigger dish, only a dish as big as the Earth would have the resolution needed to view it as such.
However, using a type of astronomical interferometry called very-long-baseline interferometry, the telescope
dishes from eight radio telescope observatories across the globe were connected in an almost planet-sized network
called the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT), which allowed the telescopes to work as one enormous dish.
When various radio waves traveling from the visible shadow of the black hole to each individual dish took slightly
different paths, interfering with each other in the process, how each telescope viewed the interference pattern depending
on how the radio waves were reacting with each other when they reached the telescope dish’s location.
By combining information from many different telescopes as the Earth rotated, the researchers worked backward
to identify the distribution of light at the site of the black hole that caused the radio waves to act in the way the data presented.
The more telescopes that were part of the network, and the farther apart they were, the smaller the number of
possibilities that could explain the behavior of the radio waves, allowing for a higher understanding of what the black
hole looked like. In this way, a partially complete image was formed, and offered enough information for software imaging to fill in the gaps, perfecting it.
This image and others offer opportunities to compare theories about black holes to observations, allowing for a
heightened understanding of how they work. Already, many features of this image match predictions of how it should
appear, including the black hole shadow’s circular appearance and the matter surrounding it, as well as the very existence of the shadow itself.
In addition, observations of black holes can offer answers to questions about them, such as how some larger black
holes can emit such bright plasma jets, while also providing new
information which can form the
basis for further research, leading to
observations and possible discoveries in other fields of astronomy
and astrophysics as well. Overall, these can contribute to a more
complete understanding of the
universe and its properties.

Katie Boman can be accredited with creating most of the algorithm for photographing the black hole.
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BSGE Year in Review: 2018-2019
WE FINALLY MADE IT! This crazy, yet amazing, the school year has come and gone. We’ve taken tests, cried,
partied, passed, and cried some more. Over the past 10 months, we have pushed our hardest and could not wait
for what lies ahead: SUMMER!!! But before we move on to the next year, let’s reflect on the past school year.
September-October
Beginning this school year, many students returned for another year of learning and stress. Even though many weren’t very excited to get
back to work, most were elated to see their teachers and peers after a long summer apart. However, for many other students (including myself), we
were ready to embark on a new chapter in our academic careers and make new friendships along the way.
Throughout the first two months of school, the boys and girls soccer teams (@bsgefc_ and @aSTINGS AND LADY STINGS). While their
last games didn’t have the same outcomes, everyone was still happy about the season.
In late October, many were excited as their favorite holiday was upon them: Halloween. To add to the excitement, the seniors planned spirit week the week before the 31st that ended with the Grave Rave on 26th. Everyone was dressed up in a variety of costumes, mostly as zombies, to
fit the theme. The weekend before spirit week, however, was an exciting moment for the debate team (@bsgedebate) as many participated in their
first public forum tournament, led by the 9th grade English teacher, Ms. Klidonas.

November-December
The holiday season soon approached and everyone was excited for the festivities that lied ahead.
We began the fun with the celebration ‘Friendsgiving’, hosted by the junior council (@bsgejuniorcouncil2020). In other news, basketball season began in late November after Thanksgiving.
Both teams experienced a loss but the excitement for the next game was unbelievable. The stings
and lady stings were ready for a fight. During the month of December, everyone was in the
holiday spirit as Christmas and the new year neared. The cheer was especially present during our
lunch periods as students volunteered to sing their hearts out for everyone during Christmas
Karaoke.

One Fun Fact About Yourself: BSGE Staff
By Karen Wesner ‘22

Though our school may be smaller than others, there are several people in our community. There are only so many facts some
people might not know about another.
“I had a job where I had to design Christmas orna“I wanted to be a garbage collector when I was a kid…
ments. It was fun designing all of the little ornamenI wanted to push all the buttons and work the matations.”- Ms. Tramontozzi
chines.”- Mr. Laskowski
“I went bungee jumping. Really scary. Only once…
not twice.”- Mr. Staebler
“I am very adventurous. I went on a trip to Alaska by
myself during one of the February breaks to see the
Northern Lights.”- Ms. Nikkolos

“ ...the next leader of Russia will have a full head of
hair. Just look at the last century, Lenin- bald, Stalin
- hairy, Khrushchev- bald, Brezhnev- hairy, Andropov- bald, Chernenko- hairy, Gorbachev- bald, Yeltsinhairy, Putin- bald. The next guy will be hairy… I’m
sure the pattern is clear here…” - Mr. Johnson

“ I love children! I like to be outside with all the kids
and bike ride with all of them. Safety First!”
- Bonita the Lunch Lady

“I have eight grandchildren… six girls and two
boys… the youngest was just born five weeks ago..”
Mr. Heine

“I like gardening. I love flowers and the planet… people say global warming is man-made… but its run by
nature…”- Mildred

“I watch around two hundred movies per year… one
of my favourites from 2018 would be Roma…”
Dr. Helfenbein

“I like board games… and roleplaying games… I
can’t get into computer role-playing games though…”
-Shantanu

“How many countries have I visited… I visited eighteen countries. It’s interesting to see how people are
living because it’s different from here…”
- Mr. Gehlaut

“I’m introverted… but I like to go to music conOf course, these people aren’t the only staff of BSGE. If you are interested in learning a bit more about our
certs…”- Malik

staff, go ahead and talk to them, they’ll be happy to talk to you.
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By Kailyn Lowe ‘22

January-February
As we rang in the new year and began to erase the date after writing 2018, everyone was
excited and stressed as the winter semester was quickly coming to a close. Students were
busy finishing up homework and projects while teachers quickly graded assignments and
tests. However, there was something to calm everyone’s spirits: THE WINTER CONCERT!!! With the guidance of our amazing music teacher and orchestra maestra, Ms.
Nikkolos, three classes, and the orchestra were able to put on a spectacular show.
As the PSAL basketball season came to an end in February, the girls and boys basketball teams held their last games. It was a bittersweet moment as it was our beloved seniors last game. The boy’s team (@bsgehoops) ended the season with a good
7 point lead against the Academy of Careers in Television and Film (41-48), while
the girl’s team (@bsgeladystingbasketball), ended with a loss (but we all know they
deserved that win).
Soon after, love was in the air as Valentine’s Day rolled around the corner. On the
special day, the BSGE PERIOD movement (@bsgeperiod) spread messages of empowerment in the girl’s bathrooms by posting small notes with quotes from inspirational women, such as Hillary Clinton and Oprah Winfrey, on the mirrors.

Would You Rather (BSGE Edition)
By Karina Wesner ‘22

Go outside for gym or stay inside the exercise room?
Have hw due at 11:59 pm or 8:00 pm?
Tutor someone or be tutored?
Drink the water fountain with lead or have completely frozen school milk?
Take a school trip at least once a month or have advisory again?
Take the crowded stairway or go to a crowded bathroom?
Be forced to take a specific elective or have to choose an elective out of many options?
Get ac water on your hair every-time you step outside or have a bird poop on you once?
Fall through a cellar door on the sidewalk or never be able to go outside for lunch?
Never be able to use a computer in school or never be use your locker?
Buy a new MetroCard every time you take the train or take an Uber who charges twice the amount?
Get blasted by the exhaust of a turning bus or walk into an open-air fish market?
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Year in review: Continued

March-April
Moving into March, many students found it hard to cope with the long month as
there were no breaks. Not to mention the PSAT’s and SAT’s that our sophomores and juniors had to take and the handout of progress reports. Everyone was on high alert as they
tried to calm their stress. (Just thinking about it gives me chills). Despite the stress, the up
and coming IB Art Show seemed to calm people’s spirit’s as they walked the halls talking
about the beautiful pieces on the walls. In other news, the girl’s softball team began their
season with a loss, but it didn’t last for long as they won their next game with a vengeance.
After surviving the tough month, April brought a sense of happiness, excitement, and relief.
We all knew what was coming: SPRING BREAK!! But before our long awaited break, the
debate team ended their season with a bang as two students earned first place at the State
Championships in Junior Varsity and one student (who debated maverick) earned second
place in the Novice Division.

May-June
May brought smiles to the faces of many as we realized that the school year is finally coming to a close.
But the thought of IB testing and Regents that slowly crept up, kept many students on edge for what lies
ahead. But yet again, there to soothe our minds was the spring concert. 7th and 9th-grade students played
their hearts out as our beloved music teacher conducted. May also brought a bittersweet end to the girl’s softball season as our seniors played their last game.

June has been quite eventful thus far, with BSGE students preparing for regents and seniors finally finished
with IB exams, most of us are waiting for that last day to come so we can finally relax until next year, while
many of us our mourning that same day knowing that it will be the last day with the people around us. Until
then, we hope you all do well on your exams and finals, hang in there!
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Happy Pride Month From the Bacc Rag!

BSGE’s GSA

By Syeda Sarah Rahman ‘22

BSGE’S GSA (Gender & Sexuality Acceptance) meets every Thursday in room 403. During meetings, they mainly discuss issues that relate to
the LGBTQ+ community.
However, they don’t really have structured meetings and offer support to members if they need it. They also don’t track attendance, so anyone can drop in if they have a free Thursday afternoon.
You might remember the Day of Silence, which they organized along with the Helping Hands club in April, where people had the option to
wear a red tag and not speak for the entire day or just show support, raising awareness for members of the LGBTQ+ community who can not speak
out. Further back in September, they handed out rainbow ribbons and raised awareness for National Coming Out Day.
However, the club has had meetings on topics such as: How to Be an Effective Ally, Valentine’s Day, Aromantic Awareness, Queer Culture,
and Transgender Day of Visibility.
If you want to be an effective ally, or someone who supports people in the LGBTQ+ community, there are several
things to keep in mind. First of all, remember to be respectful. If you don’t understand something, that’s fine, but
Overall, just use
don’t assume things. It’s probably better to ask someone about it if you’re not sure. For example, if you’re not sure
respect. It’s how you
about the pronouns someone uses, ask them. If someone is questioning their gender identity or sexuality, be patient
should treat
with them. It’s a tough process and its not something to be taken lightly. Also, being informed is an important part
of being an ally.
everyone, no
If the members of the club could tell people one thing about the LGBTQ+ community, it would be that
matter who they are.
they’ve always been a part of the world we live in. They have culture and history, just like straight and cisgendered
people do. They’re people, just like everyone else, and they shouldn’t be treated any differently.

Day of Silence

By Sahana Withanachchi ‘22

The Day of Silence was a day arranged by BSGE’s GSA leaders in Apthat encouraged people to stay silent in support of the LGBTQ people
at school. The symbolism of the silence is to “highlight the voices so often erased”, says GLSEN, an organization that works to end discrimination
against people who are a part of the LGBTQ community in K-12 schools.
As to why the day is significant to hold, Senior Amanda Eng, explained how “On a more local level, it’s important to acknowledge that
homophobia is still very much normalized, even in BSGE. However, in general, calling people the f-slur or other slang is homophobic. Backhanded
comments about a person’s sexuality/gender expression are extremely hurtful, as well. The Day of Silence shows how bad the effects of homophobia/transphobia/queerphobia are. It’s noteworthy to acknowledge and work to counter prejudice against the LGBTQ+ community.”
On April 12, 2019 you may have seen many people walking in the halls of BSGE with a red or blue tag around their neck, which was our
school’s way of celebrating the Day of Silence.
The different colored tags allowed people to support the cause (i.e. wearing a red tag meant you vowed to stay silent the entire duration of
the day, and a blue tag meant you spoke but still supported the intention of the Day of Silence).
Amanda says that you can support the community of the rainbow flag not only on the Day of Silence: “An awesome way to {support the
community} is to go to NYC Pride! Check out queer events, read books with queer characters by queer authors, and learn about the LGBTQ+
community. Joining your school’s GSA is also a great option.”
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Advice with Grandma Jenkins
You asked, Grandma Jenkins answered!

How do I get a job?
Well, my granddaughter said that the first step to
getting a job would be to get your working papers.
You can pick some up from Mrs. Chachulian or
something like that, they’re available in a little old
folder in front of her door. Then you get them filled
out and apply for a job. If you’re nervous about
going through the interview process, then don’t
worry, just look your best and feel confident. I believe the kids nowadays use the expression “Fake
it until you make it” and that’s exactly what you
should do.
How can I feel body confident?
It is so hard to feel body-confident with constant
pressure to feel like you have to fit into a certain
mold and I hate it with my whole heart. People
focus on the things they hate about themselves
when they should focus on what they LOVE about
themselves. Make a mental list about what you
like about yourself and don’t focus on anything
else, and stop comparing yourself to everyone else! When I was a young dancer, everyone
around me had such small waists and skinny
legs, but you see, I was a bit chubbier than them
and I worked my butt off and danced until my
legs couldn’t take it anymore and I regret it. I
should’ve loved myself for who I was and what
my body looked like. Just because your dress size
is 2x bigger doesn’t mean it’s a bad thing. Just
because that guy has a six-pack and you don’t,
doesn’t matter. Stop looking at people and telling
yourself “I wish I had their body” and start looking in the mirror and saying “I’m glad I have this
body”, “I love myself”, and compliment yourself.
No, it’s not narcissistic, it’s simply “self-love.”
I hope you all have a great summer, it’s been my pleasure to give you all advice
these past few months. I appreciate all the great feedback, it makes me so happy
when my granddaughter tells me how much everyone loves my column. Thank you
all for making me feel so loved, the feeling is mutual and I can’t wait to write for
all of you again next year <3

How do I stay motivated nearing
the end of the year?
Count down the days and tell yourself I can do it! Give yourself a reward when you finish your task.
Maybe save some candy or you
could even go out and see a movie
or buy something nice. Self-care is
important! It’s all worth it when
it’s summertime and you can go
home and relax. Think about what
you’re going to do this summer and
what you can look forward to. My
granddaughter is volunteering at
the hospital this summer and she’s
taking some art classes that she
is looking forward to. It’s the only
thing keeping her motivated, but
whatever it takes, am I right?
Do you have a husband?
No, I had a wife actually! Her
name was Dorothy and she
passed away in 2007 and she
was the best thing to ever happen to me! We adopted 2 sisters, Mary and Ruth. Back in
the day, we had to say that Dorothy and I were sisters when
adopting them because gay couples weren’t exactly peoples’
cup of tea. Although, they did
grow up into beautiful adults
and my great-grandchildren
look exactly like them! I’m also
traveling with them this summer to my hometown of Atlanta, Georgia!
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Note From the Editor:
Goodbye Bacc Rag!
Anokha Venugopal ‘19

Six years ago, I came onto the Bacc Rag, a scrawny little brown girl thinking I was going to crack a big
story. I looked up to Lydia, the editor at the time, her maturity and poise seemingly perpetually unattainable. Each week, we’d meet in Room 303, the bright orange walls and windows always inviting. That year,
I didn’t produce the expose of the century, but I met one of my closest friends, Samantha, and became a
proud disciple of the practice of journalism.
Four years later, Sam and I became editors of the paper. To my chagrin however, I didn’t do the best
job of advertising, and by the last meeting of the year, we had only published a couple of issues and membership was down to around eight members. It goes without saying, our end of year pizza party was….small
(but enjoyable!). However, that one year taught me a lot.
The next year, I made up my mind to go into Bacc Rag with full force. I hung up posters all around the
school, in full COLOR! And at the first meeting, over 30 prospective members showed up; of course, not
everyone stayed. But this time, we were a sizable group. We even produced four issues this year! Running
the Bacc Rag alone was a bit of a daunting task, and I admit that I didn’t delegate as much as I should have.
My procrastination often got the best of me, but over the year, I learned that I truly had people to lean on.
Enter Mansha and Lalla. Over one year, I have seen immense progress in the two of them, and I am sure
that they will carry on the legacy of Bacc Rag. Mansha, there’s a reason why no one thinks you’re in ninth
grade. Your maturity certainly outcompetes mine, even at twelfth grade. In one week, you learned more
about InDesign than I did in two years. And Lalla, your commitment to journalism and political awareness
is intensely impressive, and Northwestern would be lucky to have you. You guys have already shown great
leadership skills this year and I know they’re only going to be better (just don’t yell too much :)). Akifah,
your managing of the Bacc Rag instagram was one of the greatest strokes of genius I’ve seen in a while. All
those polls, and posts, and constant updating is something very few can do, and your bright smiles always
lit up my day. In all honesty, that Instagram saved Bacc Rag’s popularity this year. And of course, Margaret,
thank you for putting up with me. I know I wasn’t the timeliest, but I want you to know I truly appreciate
your oversight for the Bacc Rag.
Anyways, hopefully this letter is gramatically correct, and I just wanted to say it’s been an immense
privilege to have been editor for two years. To all the members of Bacc Rag, thank you so much for staying
on. You all produced great quality writing that improved greatly over the course of the year. I like to think
that we became a little team.
Until next time,
Anokha.

IT IS WITH GREAT SADNESS THAT
MIMI’S DELI WILL BE CLOSING DOWN
AT THE END OF JULY, DUE TO HIGH
RENT.
Mimi’s has been open for 16 years, which means
she was here before the school even opened. The
connection she has created with the kids through
her coffee and bagels at our school is greater
than she will ever know. Savor your iced coffee
while you can and say goodbye to them before
the school year ends. Next year’s new 7th and 9th
graders will never be able to experience the joy of
Mimi’s deli, but they will always be remembered
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Mets Night

By Ella Beatric Hoffman ‘24
Amed Rosario hit a grand slam in an eight-run first inning that fueled the Mets win over the Marlins
on May 10. It was their biggest first inning in over two decades and matched their high for runs this year. After only scoring 15 total runs during a 6-game road trip, the Mets exploded against the worst team in baseball
and their pitcher Pablo Lopez, who was sidelined last season with a hand strain.
Jeff McNeil and Michael Conforto also homered for the Mets, who put up a season-best 15 hits. Zack
Wheeler (3-2 as of May 11) struck out 11 batters over 7 innings. McNeil opened the game with a bunt single
and reached safely four times. Conforto was 3 for 3 and reached base all five times up, including a walk and
a hit by pitch. J. D. Davis finished with three hits. Mr. Mehan stated that “we were very lucky that night. I
always love a Mets win so that sure helped to see their bats show up!”
It was a night full of amazement, with players achieving what many people would scoff at. Wilson Ramos, affectionately called “Buffalo” by his teammates reaching first on a dribbler? Sure. Pablo Lopez, who beat the Mets’ ace Jacob deGrom during his major league debut
giving up 10 runs and hits in three innings? Why not? For Lopez, it was easily the worst of his 18 career starts. Mets fans were pleasantly
surprised by all of it.
The first inning would have been much worse for Lopez if right fielder Brian Anderson hadn’t made a spectacular throw from the
outfield, nabbing McNeil as he tried to reach 3rd on a single from J.D. Davis.
The annual Mets game trip is a tradition that allows for teachers and students to bond over America’s favorite past time. From the
night, BSGE made over $400 on the ticket sales, with nearly 100 people attending. A majority of the students were from seventh grade, who
ended up filling an entire row. Miro R. ‘24 said that “the game was exciting and I actually paid attention for once.”
The game ended with an out at first, until the Marlins challenged the call. The resulting overturning was met by boos from around the
stadium. However, Amed Rosario made a diving stop and fired to third to try and throw out Brian Anderson during the Marlins next at-bat.
While he was called safe, Mickey Callaway, the Mets’ manager, used his challenge to review the play. Anderson was called out, and the Mets
won it 11-2.

Culture Shock 2019

By Zaki Rob ‘21 and Nicole Cheung ‘21
It’s the night of May 31st, music fills BSGE's local cafegymatorium as students new and old present a myriad of cultural performances.
However, the night doesn’t simply include performances. There’s tons of multi-cultural cuisine and even a photo booth. Or that was the plan, at
least. Culture Shock 2019 was unfortunately canceled and none of this came into fruition. As Culture Shock organizers give out refunds to those
who purchased tickets, many students are wondering why the event had failed to happen.
From asking around and talking to a few performers and/or organizers of the event, the simple answer comes down to a lack of time
resulting in some lack-luster organization. The organizers of the event are mainly upperclassmen (seniors, juniors, and sophomores) who
throughout this 2018-2019 school year have been struggling to balance between IB requirements, schoolwork, and their extra-curricular activities. When it came down to planning Culture Shock, there wasn’t much time to do so. Instead, the majority of their time was taken up by other
responsibilities, fundraising, or practicing for the big day.
Learning of the cancellation, many students were dismayed. The night was going to include K-POP, Urban, and Desi dances alongside
having students sing, play instruments, etc. It’s meant to be a night “to showcase talents that they [performers] work on for the entire year. We
work towards putting on a performance for people to enjoy” (Elma R ‘21). The amount of work gone into perfecting these acts is inconceivable;
many performers practicing every week after school and even practicing on the days they had off, since the beginning of the year.
Much of the event is planned and performed by members of Pop of Kolor, or POK for short. POK is a K-POP dance club held after
school in the yoga room on the 2nd floor. They met every Friday from 2:30pm to 5:00pm. In that time, they practiced dances to BTS, Blackpink,
Everglow, and more. They plan to continue meeting next school year and subsequent school years after that. They hope to hold Culture Shock
2020, but at this time, events for next year aren’t quite certain. Nevertheless, BSGE’s family of faculty, parents and students is ready to join in on
the fun as soon as we can. Some may even choose to be a part of it next year. Looking forward, Culture Shock 2020 is sure to be an electrifying
experience!

Above are some of the members of the Urban Dance Crew (right), and POK (left)
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Period’s Menstrual Workshop
By Vera Chalumporn ‘22

Period is a nationwide organization created in 2014 by executive director, Nadya Okamoto, and operations director, Vincent
Forand. When Nadya was in her teens, she was homeless, allowing her to make friendships with other women in her situation and learn
how difficult it is for them to have access to menstrual products.
Period is currently the largest non-profit organization for women’s health and currently provides menstrual products for 510,181
people. So far Nadya is the leading speaker for the Menstrual Movement, spreading awareness such as giving TedTalks. Currently, there are
multiple chapters, school organizations that promote menstrual rights, like the one at BSGE.
The menstrual workshop took place in room 203 and there were about 22 students, primarily girls, there, along with the event’s
main presenters, Audrey ‘19, Dart ‘21, Aki ‘21, and Jenna. The event started off with Audrey explaining how she was inspired to create a
chapter of Period as a subcommittee of Helping Hands, after reading an article in the 10th grade. As of now, the club has 45 members and
has raised $16,000 and over 1000 care packages for women in NYC high schools as well as global organizations such as the Unmentionables.
In the past, the club has hosted events such as Period Con, using the positive feedback from that as inspiration for the menstrual
cup workshop. Founder Audrey ‘19 believed in the necessity of the workshop due to the growing popularity of it in the industry, as well
as the fact that it can be considered a cleaner, and cheaper alternative to buying paps or tampons every month. The club was even able to
hand out free menstrual cups to those gathered.
However, the workshop was not just limited to explaining the importance of the menstrual cup workshop, but also in breaking the
taboo about discussing periods in public. According to one member, Jenna ‘21, “the more we discuss it, the less taboo it becomes.” Meanwhile, Audrey encourages those that want to learn more about periods to, “ just go for it, that’s what I did … You just kinda have to have
a fearless attitude about it because … there is still a lot of stigma towards periods. However the more you know about it, the … the more
frustration and power you feel because … information is now something you take and do something with and that’s kind of what I did. So
I challenge you guys to do the same.”
For those who were unable to attend the meeting and would like to learn more about menstrual cups and Period, pamphlets can be
found in Peter Wilson’s office.
Period meets every Thursday in Room 303.

Fun & Free Things to do in NYC over the Summer
By Ania Wilamowski ‘22

In New York, it may be complicated to find things to do if you are not willing to spend money on tourist attractions. Need some ideas? Here is a list of things to
do so you do not have to go through the trouble of researching on your own.

Take A Trip Around Central Park

Central Park is huge and you are bound to come across something interesting. There are many natural attractions you can view, such as the cherry blossom trees, conservatory garden, Bethesda fountain and terrace, the lake, and much more. You and your company can hang around, chill,
and have a fun photoshoot. (And if you’re willing to spend $15, take a boat ride on the lake.)
Take a Walk on a Bridge
There are over 2,000 bridges in New York. Some of New York’s most popular and aesthetic bridges are; The Brooklyn Bridge, The Manhattan
Bridge, Verrazano-Narrows Bridge, Queensboro Bridge, George Washington Bridge, etc. There are also many popular bridges in Central Park.
Many bridges light up in New York at night. You can take pictures of the bridge from afar or go onto the bridge. There are sometimes benches
available on the bridges, such as The Brooklyn Bridge
Go To A Mall
There are many big malls around NYC that you can go to and have a blast. For those who love to window shop and try on crazy clothes, this is
perfect. Some of NYC’s most popular malls are; Westfield World Trade Center, The Shops at Columbus Circle, Queens Center Mall, Newport
Centre, Manhattan Mall, Roosevelt Field Mall, The Shops at Atlas Park, etc.
Visit A Museum
Museums can be boring to some people, but you can educate yourself and have a fun time going around the building looking at art, artifacts,
information, etc. Admissions for museums can be free at certain times so there is no need to worry about the price. The Frick Collection, located
at 1 East 70th Street is free for the first friday of every month from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.. The Museum of Natural History is free for general admission, but you need to pay full price for extra shows, movies, and exhibits. For New York citizens, the Metropolitan Museum of Art is pay as you
wish. For MoMa, admission is free for all visitors during UNIQLO Free Friday Nights, every Friday evening from 4:00 to 8:00 p.m. Children 16
and under are always free at MoMA, although this policy does not apply to children in groups.
Travel Across the Water From Manhattan to Staten Island
The Staten Island Ferry runs from Manhattan to Staten Island for absolutely no cost. You can go visit Staten Island and experience a beautiful
view of the Statue of Liberty and lower Manhattan. On Staten Island, visit Snug Harbor, it includes a Cultural center and a Botanical Garden.
Their main campus is free to the public.
Walk Through A Street Festival/Fair
There are so many street festivals and fairs that occur during summer in New York. The streets close down and become full of food stands, merchandise stands, music, and more. Pier 17 hosts many concerts, some of which are free. Visit Pier 85 and enjoy the Intrepid Museum’s free Fridays (more info on their site). There are several pop-up street fairs in the Upper East Side of Manhattan as well as places in Queens like Astoria,
Middle Village, Maspeth, and etc.
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Crossword

By Karina Wesner ‘22

Down
1. What is one of many common things that the student council organized?
2. What club opens on Thursdays in room
206 led by BSGE students to help BSGE students?
4. Celebrated on the fourth Monday of May
6. Instead of Mother’s Day, June celebrates…
7. BSGE mascot
10. Who sells Iced coffee in the deli across the street
from our school?
12. Another word for subway
14. What tests do seniors take in May?
16. Which floor has a broken water-fountain?		
		

Across
3. Ms. Nikkolos’s Club		
5. What day does the last day of school fall on?
8. Another word for homeroom
9. Why do high school students have several days off
in June?
11. Gym/ Lunch/ Auditorium
13. The school principal
15. Newspaper club
17. One of the school’s number one ways to raise
money besides a dance?
18. What is the highest grade in the IB grading system?
19. The longest school break (approx. 2 months)

Muslims in China
By Eleanor Fan ‘24

From the New Zealand mosque shootings to our president’s Islamophobic comments, religious intolerance against Muslims has
been a prominent issue in recent times.
Now, China has detained many Uighur Muslims in an area of China called Xinjiang. Experts estimate that the detention camps hold
more than a million Uighurs. Despite criticism from many countries, Chinese officials continue to claim that the detainment camps are
in actuality “educational training centers”, comparing them to boarding schools.
People can be detained for small actions like wearing a headscarf, having a long beard, or saying their prayers. Rather than re-educating
Muslims, it is evident that the Chinese government is actually trying to take their religion away from them.
In these “educational training centers” Uighurs might be punished with beatings and food deprivation.
Even before China started to detained Uighur Muslims, Muslims had been discriminated against. The Chinese government has
claimed that Muslims are “importing Islamic extremism”, said Business Insider, and labeled them as terrorists. It has bulldozed mosques
and forced Muslim men to shave off their beards.
Most Uighurs live in Xinjiang, which is also where some of the most important parts of China’s Belt and Road Initiative are located. It is meant to connect China and other countries through better trade and infrastructure. This may be another reason why China
is detaining the Uighurs. The Chinese government might capitalize on this and develop buildings on land currently occupied by the
Uighurs. However, there has not been much coverage of the Uighur’s plight recently. We must learn more about them and speak against
China’s government to stop their inhumane treatment of Muslims.
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News Flash: The Earth is Dying
Mansha Rahman ‘22

lastic Pollution is one of the biggest issues directly affecting the environment and climate change today. Whenever you think about
plastic pollution, you probably immediately think of sea turtles and plastic washed up on beaches, however, you probably don’t
think of all the things that you could do to help. Can you think of how much food wrapped in plastic you have eaten today? How
much of it did you just unknowingly throw away without thinking about what effect it has on the earth? How many more plastic filled
whales and dying polar bears do you have to repost on Instagram without doing something about it?
Around the world, scientists have discovered that the global temperature is increasing because of our use of fossil fuels, production of greenhouse gases, and deforestation. Over the last 6 decades, carbon emissions have increased by 40%, and this is driving an
increase in global surface temperature as well as in holes in the ozone layer, leading to an increasing temperature across the world.
Each summer will be hotter than the last because of this and not only are we suffering, but so are the animals that live in colder climates such as Antarctica or near the North and South Pole. The reason why plastic takes such a long time to decompose is because plastic
molecules have not been implicated into the environment and they are such large molecules. Since plastic doesn’t decompose for so long,
it is infiltrating our landfills as well as our marine ecosystem.
		
Many dead sea animals have washed up on beaches around the world, and when they are cut
The Earth is dying and
open, you can see the different plastic products that are in their stomachs, which was ultimately their
we only have 12 years to
cause of death. Over 1.2 million sea animals are killed due to plastic waste and newborn sea animals are
especially at risk because they are not as cautious about what they eat as their elders are and they swim
fix what we have done. 12
in the same currents as a lot of plastic waste found in the ocean.
years to reverse the
Microbeads are also a significant part of the plastic waste that is found in the ocean. Microbeads
changes before they are
are extremely small toxic particles of plastic found in most hygiene and bath products. They are found
in many cosmetic and bath products, there are 330,000 microbeads in a tube of standard facewash
irreversible.
which means that there are currently billions of microbeads floating in global waterways harming marine animals everywhere. You can find out more about plastic pollution simply researching online and
reading blogs, such as plasticearth.home.blog.

There are so many things you can do to help change the world for the better and fight climate change. Going completely Zero-Waste, a
lifestyle where you do not create any plastic waste or anything that goes to a landfill, is also an option. Don’t know how to start? Here’s
a few ways:
1) The easiest and most obvious way is to use a reusable water bottle, plastic bottles are almost always never recycled even if you throw
them into the recycling bin. You can also bring a reusable cup and straw wherever you go and ask for your drink in your cup instead.
(At Starbucks, if you brink your own cup and straw, they deduct 10 cents from the price of your drink, it may not seem like a lot, but
if you go to starbucks often, it makes a difference in the long run)
2) You can also bring a reusable cutlery set wherever you go, reusable cutlery includes a metal straw, fork, spoon, knife and maybe
even chopsticks
3) Refuse foods that have single-use plastic. It’s easier than you think, most delis sell fruits, and they’re better for you anyways, so it’s a
win-win situation for you and the Earth :)
4) Try to use reusable grocery bags and produce bags when going to the supermarket and refuse produce in plastic packaging
5) Instead of cow’s milk, try buying oat milk or soy milk. Almond milk and regular cow’s milk uses much more water to make them
compared to oat and soy milk.
6) Try buying 100% clothes, as they decompose faster than clothes that contain spandex or other materials. There are plenty of brands
out there that make products out of recycled plastic and natural plant fibers. PELA phone cases are compostable phone cases that
decompose into natural products. THREAD is also a company that makes fabric our of threaded fibers made from plastic bottles collected in some of the most polluted cities in the world.
7) Compost! Natural food scraps, such as avocado peels, lemon rinds, basically anything that comes from a fruit or vegetable can be

T he End is
near, T his is
what it looks
like.
Are you doing
anything to
prevent it?
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11th Grade’s Trip to Spain
By Alexandra Lee ‘20

A rite of passage among the junior classes of BSGE is the coveted international trip. While the location is different every year, the trip
sustains a reputation of a proposed time for some to hone in on their foreign language skills, but also a week-long vacation away from parents,
daily routines, thoughts about IB, and more importantly, an out of the country trip with friends. This year’s international trip was no exception,
consisting of Mr.Mehan, Margaret, Mr.Caccamo, and Ms.Clarkson-Farrell as chaperones and seventeen juniors from the class of 2020. As one of
those juniors that went on the trip, here’s an account of my experience.
The planning of the Spain international trip happened months before we actually left in April, so by the time the day to head off to the
airport came around, everyone was filled with anticipation. Mr.Mehan asked us to arrive at the airport three hours early, giving us plenty of
time for all of us to go through security and then wander around the terminal once we found our gate.
After a quick red-eye flight of seven hours, we landed in Madrid. With the excitement of the flight, combined with the six-hour time
difference, you could feel the exhaustion in the air. However, we quickly learned that we would not have time to regroup at the hotel, instead
we would jump start into a walking tour of the city. At the time, we couldn’t believe what we were hearing, however, looking back, it was for
the best that we had to acclimate to the time zone as soon as possible. As soon as we left the airport, we were introduced to the other kids who
would be with us on our trip. The international trip is planned through a third-party site, Explorica, which specializes in education-based traveling. Therefore, we shared this trip with three other schools, from North Carolina to upstate New York.
This year’s trip focused solely on the country of Spain, meaning we went to multiple
cities–Madrid, Granada, Seville, Cordoba, and Toledo. We went by bus to each city, and we
all took advantage of the long bus rides to catch up on the much-needed sleep. Traveling by
highway, some of us worked on extended essays or math homework during the drives, but
the majority of the group talked, sang to music that we blasted on a speaker, and looked outside the windows at the groves of olive trees.
The weather in Spain wasn’t quite as warm as some of us expected, in fact, it was
mostly rainy and windy, however, the sights in each city were breathtaking. We spent around
a day or two in each area, walking and looking at the historic palaces, churches, and other
religious sites. Quite honestly, all we saw were churches and palaces and plazas, but each one
was more beautiful than the last. A perk of the trip was that most days we would get around
an hour of free time for lunch. Many of us spent the time looking for souvenirs for the people
back home and taking a lot of pictures.
However, the real fun was at night in the various hotels we stayed at. We would
get back to the hotels around 8 each night, and with a curfew of 11 pm, we had three
hours to mingle. Majority of the time we played Nintendo switch (people figured out
how to hook the gaming console to the hotel room’s TV) and talked to the kids from the
other schools. None of us ever unpacked our suitcases, as we would sleep in a new hotel
every night, but somehow that added to the independent spirit of the trip. Seven days
flew by with the blink of an eye, and before we knew it, we were back in Madrid, flying
to JFK.
Looking back on my grade’s international trip, I have only fond memories.
However, quite honestly, not many of us were able to speak as much Spanish as we may
have wanted. We were often surrounded by Americans, and when we did speak Spanish, it was only for brief interactions. Luckily, half of us didn’t go to exactly practice our
language skills, and the other half of the group took Chinese. Overall, the trip was filled
with laughter and excitement, and I highly recommend for as many future juniors as
possible to go. Not only is it a fun time with teachers and friends outside of a school
environment, but it’s also a time of independence and an experience that you will never
forget.

College Night
By Helen Tran ‘20

Many kids heading into their last few months of junior year will most likely be familiar with many of the evening meetings Peter has organized for them recently, one of them being College Night. Taking place on Thursday, May 16th, from 6:00 PM to 8:00 PM, it provided families and
students an overview o of the college application process, followed by a college panel with representatives from Vassar College, Boston College,
Fairfield University, Hobart + William Smith, Gettysburg College, Binghamton University, and Hunter College.
The night started off with an overview given college advisor, Peter Wilson. He then asked representatives questions on their take of the
college process, such as what is special about IB, grades, and the SAT. Students then had the opportunity to ask representatives more personalized
questions, regarding specific programs the school offered.
Reflecting on the night, any juniors felt that it had allowed them to gain a new perspective on the reputation of BSGE in regards to colleges.
Sofija Obradovic stated that “College Night made me see that people actually knew about BSGE and that the IB program is very valuable, even
when it doesn’t seem to be at stressful times.”
When asked about their most important takeaways, students recalled how it allowed their minds to break away from college myths. Erica
Lei mentioned how she recalled the myth of being appealing to colleges by visiting them, “I learned that some colleges do and don’t. So you can’t
depend on it to get into the colleges you really would like to attend.” Matthew Chu’s takeaways included what colleges are aiming to look for in a
candidate, that one might aim “to show engagement and improvement in the colleges you want to get into…..the officers want to see growth and
improvement in grades, which could also make that person a strong candidate.”
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A Freshman Survival Guide
By Olivia Lolowang ‘22

Coming into a new school for the first time in your life can be exciting, nerve wracking, and most of all bittersweet.
The transition from middle school to high school is a large shift, especially when you are going to an IB school like BSGE.
As a new freshman myself, I walked in wide-eyed to explore my new home for the next 4 years of my life. Days passed and I grew to
enjoy my surroundings and my new friends that made everything more pleasant.
To my surprise, there were lots of new freshman that have just recently enrolled this year. For our petite school, I did not expect that
many newcomers joining my journey into high school. That sparked the curiosity of what they wish they knew before they enrolled and
what they would say now to the new freshman enrollment next year.
A fellow freshman, Benjamin M, wished he knew about the workload, “absence of gym,” and the size of the building before he enrolled. I
think every student in our school can attest and agree that the workload is rigorous but is manageable.
Ben also advises new freshman to “finish all your work” no matter how easy or hard it may be. Procrastination tends to take the majority
of us and it is truly a bad habit. As successful students, we should aspire to stay on task and on top of our tasks.
Elise Colmenares, wished that she knew“more information on extracurricular activities” in the school sooner. Our afterschool clubs and
programs, like sports and such, are limited but are still solid. From newspaper to mug-decorating, we have a range of activities. For some
students, we need more of these activities and we are always striving to open more doors for more programs.
She also advises to not be “too stressed over the workload and to find good study habits” when working. Anyone preparing to be an IB
student needs to develop time management skills to have good grades but to also have time to have a life outside of school.
Overall, BSGE is definitely welcoming when it comes to new students. Though looks intimidate, we are all very nice. Finding friends in
a new school seems like a tough challenge but really is just a small step to friendship that could last a lifetime. Students in every stream
fortunately, inevitably get close and will eventually tie together friendships in the 10 months of the school year.
High school is not as bad as it seems but also not as magical as some movies portray it as. The first year of high school will arguably fly
by fast.

Avengers:Endgame Review
By Alisher Abdurazzokov ‘21

One of the most ambitious projects of the year, Avengers: Endgame, costing nearly $500 million to make was the capstone of the 11 years of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, a conclusion
to the superhero trilogy of the past century.
Avengers: Endgame starts 5 years after the events of Avengers: Infinity War, providing a compelling story exploring the effects of the loss against Thanos on the Avengers. The charisma
and confidence of the characters are gone, replaced with the crushing reality of failure, presenting a Marvel movie that no longer holds a promise of hope.
What can be considered the greatest casualty of the characters, is their dissolving psychological state, knowing that half the universe is dead. In the words of, Steve Rogers, “I keep telling
everybody that they should move on. Some do, but not us.” This is apparent in Clint Barton’s
revenge killing spree and the manner by which Tony Stark has forgotten the superhero life entirely. In one of the most emotional moments of the movie, we see the fearless Natasha Romanoff cry, after having found a family amongst the Avengers, for it all to be taken from her.
Characters like Thor fall into depression and provides viewers with the destructive behaviors
that come with failure, Thor’s depression becomes more apparent when he and Raccoon travel
back in time to retrieve the reality stone, upon seeing his mother Thor begins doubting his
ability to perform and for the first time, viewers see him in his most vulnerable state. Yet he
was still worthy enough to wield his famous hammer Mjölnir, testify his ability as a god and a
true warrior. Thor’s state in Endgame serves to send a message on how no matter how the odds
are against your or someone else’s favor, failure is impossible as long he/she continues to strive
for what they are fighting for.
Other two notable characters that fulfill their story arcs would be Captain America and Tony Stark; the Russo brothers were able to give them
meaningful character arcs to fulfill their duty as heroes. Both characters ended in the opposite manner they initially expected, Captain America believed that he would never obtain true happiness with Peggy, while Tony wanted to grow old with his family. Both actors provide a stellar
performance for both characters. It is the uttermost unfortunate that both Robert Downey Junior and Chris Evans would be no longer perfuming to iconic characters.
The cinematography and CGI are the best that has ever been seen, while not as spectacular as Doctor Strange, the clever usage of lighting and
perspective helps emphasize on the themes that the Russo brothers are trying to pull. The scene where Cap and Thanos are looking at each
other on opposite sides of the field is the most gorgeous scenery in the entire movie.
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Where is the Class of 2019 Off To?
Shyam Attur: Drexel University
Doris Aucacama: New York University
Ona Carranza: Cornell University
Josie Conlago Paez: New York University
Christian Deasis: Boston University
Eliana de Sa: Brooklyn College
Rafailo Dokic: University of Buffalo
Annie Donohue: Boston College
Matthew Duda: Skidmore College
Janielle Dumapit: Princeton University
Amanda Eng: Vassar College
Gabriela Flores: Brooklyn College
Landy Guo: Boston University
Bart Halibart: Hunter College
Fariha Hanif: Macaulay Honors at City College
Audrey Huang: Boston University
Shanizea Husain: Hunter College
Pauline Ildza: Baruch College
Sara Ilich: Cooper Union
Ide Kafexhiu: Sophie Davis at City College
Erik Karhan: Hunter College
Ekra Kazi: City College
Faiza Khanom: Hunter College
Emil Kovacev: University at Buffalo
Joanna Krzystyniak: Binghamton University
Joseph Kurkowski: Hunter College
Ghufran Latif: York College

Leon Lee: Cornell University
Grace Lickey: Stony Brook
Stella Mejia: Baruch College
Christos Moriatis: University at Buffalo
Malika Panjabi: Hobart and William Colleges
Matt Ram: University at Buffalo
Stefan Rapiteanu: Boston College
Reedwana Rashid: Baylor University
Mark Reilly: Binghamton University
Marc Respicio: University at Albany
Christina Rhim: Queens College
Daleelah Saleh: Middlebury College
Jennifer Sarmiento: Williams College
Khushboou Singha: Stony Brook College
Matthew Skarzynski: Rochester Institute of Technology
Kai Stingone: Skidmore College
Brittnie Truong: Stony Brook
Sasha Valitutti: Syracuse University
Emma van Bergen: Duke University
Rodrigo Vasquez: New York Institute of Technology
Anokha Venugopal: Oberlin College
Ridwan Waseef: Stony Brook
Wei Wei: Pennyslvania State University
Nerissa Wright: Reed College
Justin Yip: Boston College
Ethan Yung: Baruch College
Fateha Zaman: Loyola University Chicago

With summer staring us down, we wish you all a wonderful vacation and can’t wait to make some more memories in the
2019-2020 school year. As for our seniors, we wish you luck in whatever lies ahead!

